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Board Fails
To Cons·ider
Activities
Amendment

by Jeff Lorello
Editor
The . expected fatal blow to
the concept of student control
of Service and Activities Fees
was dealt by the Eastern
Washington State College
Board of Trustees at their
March 20 meeting in the PUB
Council Chambers.
At the urging of the Board of
Trustees Finance Committee
and EWSC President Emerson
Shuck, the Board decided not to
bring to the floor the constitutional amendment calling
for student control of Services
and Activities Fees, because of
the "legal ramifications" involved.
Board mer:nber Merle Haffner
claimed a rullng by the office of
the Attorney General concerning the money says they are
state funds and the final
authority to determine who they
are spent should rest with the
Board of Trustees.
"Moral Responsibility"
Board member Mary Wilson
concurred and added other than
the legal responsibilities involved it is "our responsibility
· morally, to see that an amount
of intellectual input" is allowed,
that - is, feedback from the
various academic departments.
After the constitutional
amendment, passed by an

overwhelming majority of
students in last quarter's
genetal election, was brushed
aside, AS Speaker Gary Nisker
urged the Board to consider
leaving the process the same it
was last year.
Nisker, speaking for AS President Pat Hayes, claimed last
year the Legislature had the
power to approve or disapprove
the budget, but according to a
new proposal by President
Shuck this power would be
taken away.
Shuck's Plan
Shuck asserted if the
Legislature has final budget
authority then all monies come
under their control.
Shuck's plan essentially calls
for a "services and activities
:fees budget coordinating com~ mittee" made up of five
students and three faculty to
draft a budget.
Then the committee's
proposed budget "may" be
reviewed by the AS Legislature
which may or may not make
suggestions to the committee
about the proposed allocation.
Finally the Legislature may
forward its suggestions along
with the committee's report" to
the president of the college for
review with the college Budget
Advisory Group along with other
college budgets for recommen-

dations to the· Board of
Trustees.
While the Board considered
Shuck's proposal, SUBOC Chairman Dennis Brandt spoke out
against it, declaring students
used to see all the
budgets-not they are
becoming an advisory group."
Brandt also submitted to the
Board a packet of memos and
correspondence outlining and
relating all activity pertaining to
the controversy.
In a letter to the Legisl~ture
included in his packet, Brandt
claimed that in accepting the
proposal of a committee last
April, the AS Legislature gave
up the right to budget Student
Servi.ce and Welfare Programs
to the Student Services and Activities Fee Committee in order
that the AS Legislature might
have final approval authority
over all the budgets.
Brandt's statement also read,
"If the Associated Students
accept President Shuck's version of how the budget process
will work, the AS Legislature will
be acting in violation of the AS
Constitution."
Though this same Board apr·
proved the AS Constitution , an
were handed Brandt's state
ment, no comment was made b
them regarding the constitutionality of Shuck's
proposal.
11
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In The PUB

Pr-ice Hikes Approved
man, said he thought the PUBmarine had more meat when
SZABO ran the food service.
Curt Huff, PUB manager,
said he thought the decrease in
the amount of meat happenAd
during the tim'e betwf?.'en
Professional Food Seriices
assumed control and SZABO
left.
However, there was no food
service available in the PUB
during that time, according to
Brandt.
Raised Doughnuts
Glazed Doughnuts were also
raised, in price from 14 cents to
18 cents.
The doughnuts served have
A price rise on the PUB- been purchased by Food Servmarine sandwich from 75 to 79
ices from an outside bakery
cents caused some controversy
which stemmed from the and they cost 14 to 18 cents,
amount of meat on the according to Hanson.
sandwich.
Tea Price Firm
· Hanson contended the price
When it came to the raise in
was a fair one and said, "Your the price of tea SU BOC
The Coke Connection
getting your lettuce, your members became adamant in
Hanson said he had to raise cheese, your tomato and your disallowing one. Various
the price of Coke because a three kinds of meat."
su_gg~~tions from installing
gallon of syrup was.costing·bim ·:·: .·,O'enniS:13(at~dt, 'sWB0'C chair:,..· 'sighs to ch~rgin·~\extif'a·for ex:trai.

By Carl Wirsching
Managing Editor
Citing a 12 per cent increase
in salaries ·paid to Civil Service
employees, and increased food
costs, Professional Food Services pushed through a series of
price increases at the Student
Union Board of Control meeting
March 27.
High volume drinks had their
prices raised to offset small
profit margins on less frequently
purchased items.
Chocolate milk went from 19
cents to 24 cents while white
milk rose from 19 to 22 cents.
Soft drinks went from 15 to 18
cents and from 25 to 28 cents.
Tea and coffee prices remained
the same.
The committee haggled with
Gary Hanson, Food Services
manager, over the increases but
fn~~!~s~P0 ~Pf~ff~~ga~~ ~~~. the

four dollars.
Pat O'Donnel, a student
observer, told Hanson it was a
rip-off because he knew Fred
Heineman, director of Auxiliary
Enterprises, was purchasing the
syrup for Tawanka at $2.40 a
gallon.
O'Donnell suggested Hanson
contact Heineman to determine
if the syrup could be purchased
from Tawanka.
Thi s line of action was
cancelled because Coca-Cola
refused to allow the food service to be added to its contract
with Tawanka.
2112 Ounces of Meat

DOUR FACES reflect the tedium of registration in Showalter Audi torium Monday. The line was one ,which many students had to co .
ntend with in the first few days of the quarter.

sugar were bandied about, but Washington's Birthday.
were rejected. Brandt asked Hanson if he
In the end the boar· d voted knew when he came in that he'd
against a price hike on tea.
lose money.
Losing Money
Hanson replied, "Yes, but we
Hanson said Food Services hoped to keep it at a minimal
had lost $100 during January loss."
and incurred a loss of $1,000 ( With the price increased Food
Services may be able to conduring February.
tinue
to operate but there are
Hanson blamed the large loss
in February on the weather, the rumors to the effect Food Servschool being closed for one day, ices will not sign a new con·· and'.- ttie·,tnr•.-d~y wee~end f~r· ~ract. for the next school year.
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Editorials

Companionship

We are_unalterably opposed to the Board's final decision, yet
after hearing how the case was presented by Speaker Gary Nisker,
we have to agree the Board had no other choice. It should be
P,~mted,,a_ut Nisker was called upon at the eleventh hour because of
illness m the c_ase of AS P~esident Pa~ Hayes, thus necessitating
a rather m~kesh1ft presentation. We don t question Hayes' "illness"
but feel unless he was near death, he should have made an
appearance because of the importance of the Issue.
After all Hayes is the one with all the pertinent information on
the ~ituation, Hayes is the one who, in his own words, "has been
workmg _on the project all year," and Hayes is the one who urged the·
A~ L~g1slature to adopt a "priority stance" regarding the const1tut1onal amendment. In our eyes questions of credibility should
start flying about regarding the matter.
T~ add insult to injury, Board member Mary Wilson and EWSC
President Emerson Shuck gave Nisker some token words of congratulation and encouragement on the "fine job" he did. However
Mr. Nisker, the job was far from fine as you well know.
Wha_t it all boils down to is that students were outclassed by the
reasoning of Shuck. Shuck no doubt was banking on the lack of
research and organization by students and it paid off handsomely.
The only sane student voice came from SUBOC Chairman Dennis
Brandt who has maintained throughout the stormy controversy that
acceptance of Shuck's proposal would be unconstitutional. Even
though Brandt researched material and presented a packet entitled
"a short unpopular history of the Student Services and Activities
Fees Committee," the Board chose to disregard it for reasons
known only to themselves.
·
Now that the damage has been done, perhaps a lesson can be
learn_
ed in hinds!ght. The Board of Trustees consists of a group of
working professionals who, though they often cannot identify with
students, at least show an appreciation for professionalism and
organization-two virtues presently lacking in Eastern's student
government. Shuck knows how to put together and present an argurnent so the results favor his stance. Subsequently nine times out of
ten the Board of Trustees follows his recommendations.
Elections for new student .leaders will be conducted within the
next four weeks. If students at Eastern would like to see a bit of
dignity and professionalism in their elected representatives, we
urge them to follow the coverage of the probable candidates
(especially for president), and at least consider the Easterner's interpretations of their abilities.
r
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Letters to the Editor

Editor
Even though "moral" and "legal" reasons were cited by the
Board ~f. Trustees in denying students the right to budget service
and act1v1ty fees, events at the March 20 meeting indicated to us a
far more serious criteria for the Board's action-that of the quality
of Eastern's student government.
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Easterner

by Jeff Lorello

'
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The Easterner

A Question Of Leadership

:~
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Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter to ask
you for assistance in corresponding with women who
would like to write a man in
prison. I have no living relation
and no family. I have been in
prison since 1966 and will be
released in a few more months
but I receive no mail.
I am 34 years of age and
born in April. I am 6'2" and like
outdoor life. I am a Country and
Western entertainer by profession and play the steel guitar. I
am interested in meeting and
corresponding with a woman
25-30 years of age. One or two
children O.K. Am also interested
in a lasting relationship and
possibly marriage.
I am serving prison time for
stealing my manager's car to
complete a booking engagement.
This would help me in
renewing an association with
society, for I must say I have not
had any communication at all
with the outside and letters of
friendship even would be very
helpful.
. Johnnie Martin
Box 1000
Steilacoom, Washington
98388

grievances or comments and
submit to any Legislator to table
betore the House or to the
Editor of The EASTERNER to
print so that everyone can see.
Accountability of the people
is always guaranteed in any
democratic society. By keeping
quiet, it is difficult, if not impossible to know if a wrong step
has been taken on any issue by
the Legislature, or something
important has never been considered in the House.
We want frank and sincere
advice from people we represent so that the student government can be dynamic and incorruptible. I would urge fellow
students to try and spend some
time over the weekend to read
The EASTERNER so that they
can be aware of what's really
happening around them. Eternal
vigilance is the price we have to
pay for our liberty.
Good luck to everyone ·in his
or her undertakings this quarter. ·
Sincerely,
Hakeem Adebesin
Legislative Position 6

Presidential Advice

J say definitely not. What
would happen if Mr. Breidenbach as AS President would pull
this same antic at a Board of
Trustees meeting? Why it would
ruin the integrity of AS Government aod set the students' efforts back ten years. Furthermore, this type of activity
harkens to "one man rule" and
not being open to other opinions
even though they may differ
from his own. I hope that you
seriously consider all of this
before marking your "X" before
the name of Dave Breidenbach
for AS President.
Vic Pestrin
AS Legislator
Position five

Alpha Phi Omega
Dear Editor,
In the March 6 Issue of the
Easterner you mentioned three
of the many professional and
service fraternities on campus.
The Epsilon Rho chapter of
Alpha Phi Omega is another
s1:1ch fraternity. This is a
nationally recognized service
organization as opposed to the
pr.ofessional or social fraternities.
We sponsor projects to help
the Longenecker fund , the
Spokane and Cheney food
banks, and the Antonian and
Lakeland village schools. Our
fraternity is currently working to
help organize the March of
Dimes Walk-a-thon coming up
Saturday, April 26 in Spokane.
In other words we make our
services available to groups,
clubs, or people in need of help.
Our membership has no
limitations as to race, creed,
color, or sex. Any student at
Eastern is welcome to join and it
would give them a chance to
meet other people and do things
that ca n rea'lly be fun and
rewarding.
Vaughn Hagen
Epsilon Rho Chapter
Alpha Phi Omega

Dear Editor,
With the advent of spring
quarter upon us again, the
students at Eastern will soon be
experiencing that interesting
political phenomenon-elecDear Editor,
tions for Associated Student
· Verifying from the data Government positions. These
recently compiled on students elections however, will be more
and their elected represen- important than usual student
tatives in the Assoc iated elections in that students will be
Students Government, a majori- asked to annoint a new AS
ty of students claimed that they President. I would hope that the
are not well-represented (having students would not take this
forgotten that less than 500 responsibility lightly. They must
students turned up to vote at. first choose an individual who
the last elections out of a pop- offers the ·greatest amount of
ulation of about 6800; whereas maturity, and second the person
every enrolled student has the who has shown to be the most
right to vote and be voted for) responsible.
not h i ng m u ch ha s been
Recently there have been
achieved, and that they are not several names bandied about,
well-informed about the goings- one of which is that of Dave
on in the A.S. government.
Breidenbach, AS Legislative
May I accordingly seiie this position number one. In this
opportunity to welcome the regard, I would like to
students for a new quarter, and extrapolate on how I view Mr.
urge them to add more inputs to Breidenbach fulfills the two Dear Editor:
It was my pleasure to receive
the activities of the student requirements of responsibility
a
copy
of your April 1, 1975,
government by submitting their and maturity.
constructive criticisms and
At the AS Legislative meeting "Easterner" paper with its
suggestions. All students are last Monday, the Legislature theme, "All the news that's print
welcome to the regular A.S. was discussing the membership to fit". It is most encouraging
Legislative meetings held on of the Servic_
es and Activities that you recognize that the
Mondays at 3:00 p.m. in the Fees Committee (The important Bicentennial could "fit into your
Countil Chambers located in the committee which will decide print."
Sincerely,
PUB. Please, come with your how the $52.50 that all
Your Uncle Sam
ideas, and let us all work students pay for services and
TOGETHER so as to have a activities will be spent).
viable, stable, and responsible
In the course of the debate, . - - - - - - - - - - student government at Eastern there transpired much heated
A free lip reading program for
Washington State College. Two argument which was about to ·persons with loss of hearing will
heads are always better than lead to a definitive vote on the be available at Eas t ern
one. Since we act in the in- issue. Mr. Breidenbach, however Washi ngton State college
terests of the students, 1 feel it in a fit of personal pique walked starting today.
.
is justified to allow any student out of the meeting taking
Dr. Dorvan Breiten·fe l·d t,
to express his or her opinion on ahother 1egislator with him, director of the EWSC Speech
any topic or issue at hand.
Nancy Knight.
and Hearing Clinic, said the
Even though the rule of
In so doing, the Legislature class will meet from 3 to 5 p.m.
majority must always prevail, failed to maintain a quorum and Tuesdays and Th u·rsdays.
the minority must never be op- had to be adjourned, leaving the Registration is limited and
pressed or suppressed under issue hanging high and dry. I reservations should be made in
any circumstances. If, for any would a~k, is this the action one advance to assure a place in the
reason, you are unable to attend woul_d Ilk; to see in an AS program.
meetings, .write o.ut. YO l.Jf . . .president.
~ ...
._
....,.

legislative advice

Its Print To Fit

______ _____~·
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In My Opinion: Sanctuary for Lon N.ol ?
Should the U.S. give
Lon Nol sanctuary?

No, the United States should
not support the political regimes
in Southeast Asia.

I don't think that we should
let him in the country because
it's his own fault that he let
things get out of control. He
should stay there and take
what's coming to him. He can't
be very much of a leader if he's
running ·away.

fl '

Steve Mason
Junior-Bus. Ad.

Janice Auckland
Joyce Scott
Freshman- Business
Sophomore-Dental Hygiene
No. Lon Nol should get what
he's got coming to him. He had
Yes, because if our president
no right to start the war in Cam- wanted to flee from our country,
bodia.
he would appreciate sanctuary.

Yes, due to the fact that the

Martha Meyers
Freshman-Undecided
No, this is an affair of the
Ca mbodian gov ernment. I
wouldn't expect them to give
sanctuary to our expresident.

United States is allied to Cam-

Greg Mitchell
bodia and has given support to
Senior-Psychology
Definitely, the opt ion to
resign and to leave an area due them for a number of years.
to reasons of personal safety is
something. that a person should Even though t heir cause is
be able to exercise without failing, we should allow Lon Nol
question. It's a fact that survival
is the main priority to human sanctuary in the U.S.
existence.

Liz Schanz
Freshman-German

r What's Happening l

Tony Straughter
Freshman-Pre-med

Crime Check

sm·oke Causes Darilage
A fire in the EWSC
Blackhouse at 716 5th street
cause $300 damage, March 20.
The fire allegedly started
when Stanley Milner, a student,
was smoking in a bed.
According to the report
Milner had allegedly been
bothering some girls downstairs
when some of his friends tied
him up, took him upstairs and
laid him on a bed. Milner then
tried to light a cigarette by
himself, still t1ed up, the report
read.
Burnt bedding, a bed frame,
and linoleum on the floor, along
with two windows broken by the
firemen were the extent of the
damages.

***

The Bookstore was broken
into March 10, and six
calculators, an EWSC jacket,
and satchel, valued at a total of
$663.40 were stolen.

A pipe wrench, apparently
stolen from the construction
company working on the
building, was used to twist the
lock off the main door to gain
entry.

***

A $150 Channel Master tape
deck was stolen from the fourth
floor of the Pearce Hall storage
room during spring break.
The 8-track unit, belonging to
Doug Cossette of Pearce, was
the only thing stolen from the
storage room whic had several
other valuable items in it.

***
A Sanyo tape recorder valued
at $80 was stolen from Jee
Fong Yau's Dressler Hatt room
March 28. Wau reportedly left
his room for a few minutes and
when he returned the room was
torn apart and the recorder missing.

Division of N.W. APPLIANCE & TV

RENTS YOU THIS

non

STEREO
onlr S9/mont~
·c ome in for yours now!!

,l

John Tracy
Freshman -Accounting
Yes. I think he tried to help
Today:
the
C3mbodian Government and
Recent Ceramics-8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art Gallery
to assist the United States.
EWSC Ski Club Film-2:30 o.m.-PUB
.
.
.
Myrleen & David Case Student Recital-8:15 p.m.-Mus1c Recital Giving Lon Nol sanctuary would
show our sympathy for their
Hall
cause.
Dance with Captain Ci-9- 12 p.m.-PUB
Tomorrow:
Recent Ceramics-8 a.m. · 5 p.m.-Art Gallery
Saturday:
Folk Concert with Bob Bovee - Dan Bosch-7:30 p.m.-Den
STOCKHOLM-American
Sunday:
war
exiles in Sweden have
Film "Lady Sings the Blues" -3:30 & 7:30 p.m.-PUB
celebrated the victory of their
Monday:
boycott of the so-called "Earned
Recent Ceramics-8 a.m. · 5 p.m.-Art Gallery
Re-entry Program" by picketing
Tuesday:
in
front of the American Trade
Recent Ceramics-8 a.m.-5 p.m. -Art Gallery
David R. Brewer "Getting to the 21st Century from Here" - 10 Center here. According to the
exiles and resisters, only about
a.m.-Showalter Aud.
.
Film :·Now & Forever", shorts & cartoons- 3 & 7:30 p.m.-PUB 30 of t he more th an 350
deserters and resisters returned
Wednesday:
to
the U.S. to take advantage of
Film "King of Kings" -7 p.m.-PUB
.
.
the program.
John Duenow Faculty Recital-8:15 p.m.-Mus1c Recital Hall.

Exiles Picket

Veterans Eligible For VA Loans
Gt Bill students who can't
make ends meet despite recent
increases in Veterans Administrat i on education
payments are eligible for VA
loans to meet necessary education expenses, according to Irvin
D. Noll, direcotr of the Seattle
VA regional office.
The loans are not automatic
to all students, Noll stressed,
but applicants who demonstrate
a clear need can qualify for
loans up to $600 per academic

SERVICE:
While-U-Wait
All Types Shoes Repaired
Western Boots
Polish- Accessories

EDDY'S SHOE SHOP
108 College

school year under a recent law.
Noll pointed out repayment
A Dec. 3, 1974, law (PL93- of both the principal and in508}, which ra ised monthly terest is deferred while the stueducation payments by 22.7 per dent is enrolled on at least a
cent, stipulated that loans could half-time basis, and no interest
be extended only to those accrues until the beginning date
students who were found to be for repayments is determined.
Installment payments must
in need after the "a, tual cost of
attendance" was compared with start with in nine months after
the student's "total financial th e student cea ses to be
enrolled on at least a half-time
resources."
Eligibility was limited further basis. Interest at the rate of 8
to students eligible for VA per cent per year begins at th at
education assistance for atten- point, and full payment must be
dance at an educational institu- made within 10 years. There is
tion on at least a half-time no penalty for prepayment.
A three per cent loan fee is
basis. The law specified also the
course must lead to a standard deducted from the face amount
college degree or it be a course of the loan to provide a fund to
of six months or longer duration insure against defau lts and
that leads to "an identified and defaults are to be considered
predetermined professional or overpayments to be recovered
vocational objective."
in the same manner as other
Still another provision was debts due the government.
Students may apply th rough
the student must have sought a
loan under the guaranteed stu- the Seattle VA regional office
dent loan program of the Higher through which they are now
receiving education benefi ts.
~ducation Act of 1965.
',c. .... .. .
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Liquor Control Board Meeting

Opposition Reported_
The open hearing held in
Olympia on March 20_ for
Eastern's application for a liquor
license turned out to be a
hearing for the opposition of the
license.
Curt Huff, PUB director and
Dennis Brandt, a member of the
Ad Hoc Committee for the PUB
restaurant, represented Eastern
for the restaurant's establishment and they were met with
opposition beginning with Dr.
Elwvn Hasse, an employee of
Ea::.t ern's Student Health
Center,· who said r.e had over
22.150 signatures against the
PUB restaurant.
0·1s a g re e i n g w i t h t h e
restaurant concept instead of a
tavern, Hasse said it was only a
semantical difference and
sighted "facts" about the evils
of alcohol,. including the incident
where a person fell during Indian Awareness Week from the
fifth floor of Pearce Hall.
Hasse's supporters included
a Wenatchee woman who told
about an Idaho student who got
drunk one night and started a

Robbery Turns
Into Brawl

•

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.-A
staged "robbery " at the
Albuquerque police department
turned into a full-scale brawl
recently when two officers
decided to teach a class of
cadets how to interview crime
witnesses.
The two officers, disguised as
an Indian and a drunken white
man, raided a classroom at the
police training school and
pretended to rob the instructor.
The idea was that the students
would gain some first -hand
knowledge about how to question witnesses.
But the cadets took the
matter seriously. They pounced
on the two "robbers" and beat
them to the floor, even over the
shouts of one cadet who
recognized the "robbers" as
policemen.
When the beating was over,
one of the officers stood up and
pulled a gun - which the cadets
had forgotten to seize - and
shot them with blank cartridges.

$15 Donated
The qu estionnaire s di stributed by Alph a Phi Omega
:ast quarter resulted in $75
be in g donat e d t o · th e
Longnecker Fund, according to
Vaughn Hage n, Alpha Phi
Omega spokesman.
The fraternity said more than
1000 of th e questionn aires
were completed.

dormitory fire killing two
students.
A statement by Dennis
Brandt in The Easterner
which questioned why the A.S.
did not send the proposal of
allotting $40,000 to the Finance
Committe was quoted by the
pastor from the Marshall
Church. The money was not officially allotted because the act
had been overlooked by the
A.S., he claimed.
,
Student input into the elections was questioned concerning the 1971 Referendum item
of the Tavern on Campus.
Ignorance on the subject of the

referendum was claimed by the
opposition due to their lack of
resistance.
No response was given by Dr.
Hasse on the control of drinking
in the PUB as compared to the
control of drinking in the dormitories.
The Board asked Huff for the
percentage of Eastern Students
over 21. His reply was over 60
percent, while the correct
answer is 63.5 percent.
Pressure was on for the two
people in favor of the proposal
as a woman shouted "he's
lying."

Expo Directional Signs To Go Up
by Debbie Sutton
News writer

A dozen directional signs,
purchased from Expo '7 ~ will be
placed at various locations on
Eastern' s campus with a purpose to aid new studen_ts,
parents and visitors in locating
buildings.
Lothspeich, director of College
Relations, as a "good buy" were
purchased by the school in a
sealed bid for a cost of $50
each. The transportation cost,
which as $288.75 considerably
increased the per sign cost to
about $7 4.00 each.
Lothspeich said the signs,
which are now sitting unused by
Woodward Field, "are much
more attractive than anything
we could have done." He also

said the signs cost 2/3 less by
purchasing them from Expo than
if they had been made by the
school. " Anything we would
have made would have cost at
least $150," Lothspeich said,
"and wouldn 't have been nearly
as attractive."
The signs themselves are
round and stand about 6 feet
high; have a concrete pebble
base and weigh 3,000 pounds.
Some type of permanent
directional signs have been
planned for several years
Lothspeich said and when he
heard Expo was selling them, he
talked to Business Manger Russ
Hartman, who authorized him to
buy the signs at a total cost of
up to $1000.
"By calling the contractor

..__

-~~,,
. . -- . , ~

DIRECTIONAL SIGNS sit languishing at Woodward Field after they
were purchased for $50 each plus hauling charges of $288.75. The

signs are supposed to aid new students, parents, and visitors in
locating buildings. (PHOTO: lom Routt)
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All your

'

looking for Some
Action?

I

textbooks were
paperbacks
this quarter.

II
II

II
II

II

Maybee you should consider the ACTION alternative. ACTION is
farmers, teachers, mechanics, engineers, carpenters, health
specialists and many others sharing their educational skills as
Peace Corps volunteers around the world.
ACTION provides a basic living altowance, transportation, medical
and insurance benefits, plus a chance to face real career
challenges while helping others.
So if you're about to graduate from any of the following subject areas, come talk with us. Maybe there's a place for you in
ACTION. Business, HQme Ee., English, Business Ed., Secondary
Ed, Math, Science.

You owe yourself an Oly.

Our 28th Yea r

Bo nd ed, Li censed and
Member NAIA

charge of placing the signs, they
"haven't decided yet where the
signs will go because of several
versions of plans for their
placement."
There is no deadline on
placing the signs Lothspeich
said and will be installed as
time and weather permit since
"they have a low priority."
Lothspeich said he hoped the installations would be completed
soon however.

© Field E nte r p ri ses, Inc. , 1974

TEACHERS WANTE
Southwest Teaching Agency
1303 Central Aven. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexco

who originally built the signs,"
Lothspeich said, "we found out
that the contractor's cost
was between $300 and $350."
Funds for purchase of the
signs came out of the Grounds
Maintenance and Operations
budget Lothspeich said. He
added it will cost approximately
$15 more each to have the
signs repainted, re-lettered and
installed.
According to Jim McArthur of
Facilities Planning, which is in

.

Entire West. Midwest and
South

DENNIS BRANT, SUBOC chairman, gives a report to the AS
Legislature on his appearance before the Washington State Liquor
Control Board. Brandt was met with opposition by Dr. Elwyn Hasse
who claimed he had over 22,150 signatures against the proposed
restaurant in the PUB. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)
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ln.q uire.:in tl:le PUB, April 2-4
Olympia e rewing Con1pany, Olympia . Washi ng ton ' OLY '
All Olympia empties are recycla ble
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Suit Filed By CWSC Faculty
The Board of TrustePs of
Central Washington State
College (CWSC) has been
charged with breach of contract
in a suit field in Thurston County
Superior Court by the Association of Higher Education (AHE)
and its CWSC chapter.
Initiated by the AHE, a
department of the Washngton
Education Association, 1ne suit
also has received support from
the CWSC Faculty Senate, the
CWSC unit of the American
Association of University
Professors and the CWSC local
of the American Federation of
Teachers.
The action stems from the
Board of Trustee's unilateral
February adoption of a code of
per-sonnel policies rejected
earlier by the school's faculty.
Previous personnel policies
called for Facuity Senate approval of all policy changes
affecting faculty members prior
to formal adoption.
· "The Trustee's action not
onlv demonstrates their sheer
disregard for the faculty's opinion and the concept of shared

decision making but also con- bargaining problems are expen- through legislative enactment of filed March 28 and is expected
stitutes a breach of contract sive for both educators and adequate laws."
to have statewide ramifications.
and a refusal to bargain in good taxpayers and could be avoided
The AHE-WEA litigation was
faith," siad Dr. William Floyd,
CWSC Association for Higher
Education president.
The suit is intended to invoke
a clarification of collective
bargaining rights for faculties at
Washington's four-year colleges
and universities. Although
specific legislation enabling
collective bargaining by fouryear educators does not exist, a
1973 state attorney general's
opinion noted that college
faculties and their organizations
may negotiate with their
employers. All other state
employees have been granted
bargaining rights by the
legislature.
A WEA-supported bill spelling
out bargaining rights for fouryear-college instructors is now
before the legislature.
"It is indeed unfortunate that
educators must resort to court
action to seek answers that
.
should be provided by the
legislature," contended WEA $$$$$$$ The cashier's office in Showalter Hall resembles a betting window during the first few days of
Executive Director Wendell Ver- the quarter. Money changed hands and checks were cashed as the EWSC administration went through
the quarterly ritual of taking students' money. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)
duin. Judicial solutions to
11

Possible No-Smoki.ng Section Seen For PUB
A possible no smoking sec-.
tion of the PUB cafeteria was
discussed at the Student Union
Hoard of Control (SUBOC)
meeting March 27 though no action was taken.
PUB Director, Curt Huff, was
requested to look into the
matter and to decide the
feasability of roping off one section.
The matter of a sign for the
Pence Union Building was left
until the next meeting after Jim
McArthur, senior architect for

SUBOC that reflect little
change.
Proposed Budget
A proposed budget, which will
have to be revamped because of
the pay hike approved for Civil
Service employees, was
presented by Huff.
Although exact figures are
not available the PUB will incurr
a sizeable deficit, according to
Huff.
An increase of 35 percent for
maintenance and an $11,000
increase in administrative costs
are the main reasons for the
projected deficit.
The Physical Plant, which
performs all maintenance on the
building has submitted a
Recharge of $17,550. Last year
the charge was $13,000.
The increase in the administrative costs stems partly
from Huff's secretary's salary.
At present sh~ ~s paid by the

Facilities Planning, protested
the design suggested by Curt
Huff.
That design . would have
placed the words in a diagonal
descending order which,
McArthur said, would ruin the
ascetic appearance of the
building.
The board decided to have
McArthur draw up some plans
for placing the sign and submit
them at its next meeting.
Also, new hours of operation
for the PUB were approved by
il\t}ll'-1:1•............ tWI..... I •u•:, •:u.1::H,:: .. ' I I: I IR:: Mt;Jit'f,'t,
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PUB although her duties include
general college administrative
matters.
The largest portion of the
budget income, the student fees
has not been computed. When 1t
is known how much money from
students' tuition will be
available for PUB operations,
Huff will resubmit the budget
for approval.
Locks Recombinated
The long awaited recombination of all the locks in the PUB
was accomplished during the
Spring break.
While no firm policy has been
set for issuing keys there will be
one soon, according to Dennis
Brandt, SUBOC chairman.
One request for a master key
was made by a non-PUB person,
Bruce Murray, dean of Student
Services.
~
Murray requested the key
because he needed to use the
PUB facilities at least five times
a week in his position as dean,
he said.
He was questioned closely by
Brandt and other SUBOC
members on his need for the
key.
Vice president for Student
Services, Daryl Hagie said, "I
think Bruce will need one to do
his job."
Murray also revealed he had
"turned up" one of the master

~

.. .... .. . ..... .. .

Best place to buy

PRifi10 FABRIC,
fiOOTWEAR

keys to the old locks which he
allegedly lost last year. He said
it was the one lost locally and
that he did not know the
whereabouts of the key missing
in Seattle.
At one po i nt Murray
threatened not to stage any
event in the PUB unless he had
a master key. He said, "I will not
do a major event in this building
unless I have a master key!"
The board then approved a
key for Murray with Brandt
abstaining.
In Other Matters
The Easterner informed
the boa:d that its ceiling has
been installed but that the
papt• was still having problems
with the plumbing in the dark
room.

·~
'":

SUBOC perfunctorially approved the Intercollegiate
Knights' request for space on
the second floor to hold its used
book sale.
The board postponed any action on the Veteran ' s
Cooperative's request for office
space because .no repres~ntative from that organization
was present.

"Every time someone flushes
the toilet in the men's room on
the first floor our water
temperature goes down," Carl
Wirsching, managing editor of
the paper, said.

The board app·rov ed a
request from the barber shop to
put a partition in the shop so the
wigs and toupees could be sold
to discriminating customers.

.

~
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Wh en you are sI an d ing on a moun I a,·n do you lee/ like you wont to 1ump? " No ." Do you like ho rses as op osed to cows? No.

During winter quarter
Easterner editor Jeff Lorello
attended an encounter group in
Martin Hall. The group is an advanced Psychology Class and is
required for Psychology
graduates. Though Lorello went
as an observer, he was asked to
join, which he did, and attended
four meetings as a group
member. The following is a
report of Lorello's insights and
interpretation filed after com·
pletion of the assignment.
By Jeff Lorello
Editor
Aware of the mysteries and
misconceptions surrounding encounter groups, it was with
great relish and expectation
that an assignment to observe
such a group in action was. undertaken. Relish, because this 1s •
what the big boys do on their
way to fame and fortune, and
expectation because some first
hand knowledge of the workings
of encounter groups would be
made public.
However the experience as a
whole was a rather unproductive
affair due to lack of organization
and especially because of the
"facilitator's" undefined-at
least in this case-role.
While there are many job
descriptions as to what
facilitators are supposed _to d_o
while conducting a group, it is
safe to conclude their primary
purpose is to guide and direct in
a way that enhances "selfawareness" and "depth." Selfawareness and depth, I was
told, were the major goals of
this particular group.
Dubious Nature
Of Exercises
After being situated as a
member of the group, I became
suspicious of their claim to establish the aforementioned
goals, because of the du~ious
nature of the exercises
presented for participation.
At the initial meeting the
group's first facilitator (there
were two), was brushed aside so

an exercise could be conducted,
similar to the "psychological
tests" we have all taken part in
at one time or another.
Essentially a person is asked
a number of questions about a
" make believe" trip through the
woods, where he encounters
such things as a key-what
does it look like? What do you do
wit.h it? A bear-what is your
reaction? An old shack-do you
bypass it or explore it? A
lake-what does it look like?
What do you do?
After the test, an interpretation of these symbols is given to
the group so they can get an
idea of their alleged inner self.
For instance, the key alluded
to signifies one's goals in life, so
if the key is well defined, and
picked up by the traveler, the
goals are well defined and
sought after.
The lake, it was said, symbolized one's sexual life. The
color, depth, and size of the lake
as noted by the traveler indicated the satisfaction, depth,
and extent of his or her sex life.
It was also pointed out frolicking
or jumping in the lake denoted
promiscuity.
Credibility Lost
Credibility was lost when it
was disclosed the bear was
symbolic of a person's
problems. In other words, if,
when you saw the bear you ran,
it indicated you did not face your
problems.
· When it was pointed out in
order to nullify the validity of the
exercise, that in actuality most
people tend to run from a bear,
the group announced the exercise was to be approached by
way of fantasy.
.
Though this reporter had misgivings about the amount of
depth, and awareness a person
could obtain about themselves
by "way of fantasy" he kept
silent rather than risk the wrath
of the groups' anger.
You see, psychologically

s

•

lffl

speaking, I posed a threat to the
the groups' cohesiveness either
by my presence or my
questioning; consequently they
were defensive.
"Not Your Ordinary Group"
Speaking to a group member
after the experience, I was told
"this was not your ordinary
group." The member evidenced
this by indicating the first
facilitator had been sent home
"in tears" after the first session,
and later left the group
altogether because of a death in
the family.
A second facilitator was
brought in who declared she
would let the group go its own
way because she had no i~ea
what they had in mind regarding
goals.
.
.
Attending one session with
the new facilitator and listening
to the tape of another, practical1y no input by her was
registered.
If this was no ordinary group,
then trouble comes in twos as
shown by a similar group
meeting under the s.ame
criteria . In that group the
facilitator was "fired" and control of the group handed over to
a staff member.
Departmental Problem
The group was also plagued
by departmental problems
stemming from a department
big-wig who indicated to some
group members they did not
hav.e it together. The result was
one sessio'n completely devoted
to talk of confrontation with the
big-wig which eventually fizzled
out.
More evidence of the superficialities and generalizations of
psychology at work is shown in
the following passage. A group
member is answering questions
put forth by the other members
of the group with a simple "yes"
or "no." During the process the
members write down a one word
adjective describing the person
~eing questioned.

••
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clear
Did you have -a happy
childhood?
yes.
Were your on a farm in your
childhood?
No.
Small city?
No.
Big city?
Yes.
Are you happy in your life
now?
Yes and no. I have a lot of
problems right now.
Are your problems mostly
with school?
Yes.
Does your belief in God mean
a lot to you?
Yes.
Would you put goals before
your family?
No.
When you are standing on a
mountain do you feel like you
want to jump?
No.
Do you like horses as opposed to cows?
No.
Do you think you give .your
children too much of your time?
No.
Do you see yourself as an
outgoing person?
Average.
The danger here is apparent
even to the untrained eye.
Arriving at conclusions from
simple yes and no answers
opens the way for personality
disruptions.
Also a major problem
appears in the role of the
facilitator and how the
Psychology Department can
prevent a future group from
devastating some poor soul
because of the undefined role of
that official. If they don't the
way is open for the encounter
groups to become a forum for
personal attacks, emotional
breakdowns, and mob_behavior.
Considering the importance the
department places on the class
some corrective measures are
warranted.

Also, a maior problem appears in the role of the facilitator and how the Psychology department can prevent
a Fu ture group from devastating some poor soul's mind ...

'
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Blue, Semi-Blue Movies Shown

PUB Begining To Resemble El Rey
By Carl Wirsching
Managing Editor
The PUB has gone into competition with the El Rey. That is
the only conclusion to be drawn
after watching the parade of
blue, and semi-blue movies
shown Tuesday afternoon in the
multi-purpose room.
An ancient cartoon of a man
with a constant erection and no
way to relieve himself began the
sad procession of tired films.
Fear not though, "Everready"
finally found happiness through
the efforts 0f c0w's tongue.
The lack .~.;· imagination and
technical proficiency displayed
in this first film carried throu~h
all the others.
A black and white silent film,
"ldlewild", offered 30's porn
and adolescent humor and this
time the sexual release was ob·
tained through a goat.
"Out of the Blue", a replay of
the late night showing of stag
films on Channel 6 in Palm
Springs, Calif., deftly scissored
out anything more provocative
than a fondled breast.
The soundtrack for the film,
the actual tape of the telephone
calls received by the station,
provided a slight comic relief to
the continuous feeble fondling
appearing on the screen.
There wasn't one erection in
any of the films and after having
watched it one can understand

why.
Someone resembling Marilyn
Monroe did a slow strip during
which she proceeded to play
with an apple, drink a bottle of
coke, and keep her panties on.
The film was poorly shot, though
some of the poses were
aesthetically pleasing.
A Berkely film entitled "Andromeda" gave the audience
the ebligatory lesbian scenes,
and that was about all. Though
attempting to appear
meaningful the film succeeded,
only in being obscure and
worthless.
Those who enjoy masochism
might find "Naughty Nurse"
their cup of tea but otherwise
the film left the audience cold.
Finally the hard core porn
was put on the screen. "Candy
Barr and Smart Alek", which has
gained some notoriety through
the years, though the film itself
has suffered, provided the
almost all male audience with
what they had come for.
The room became silent as
soon as it was obvious the actors were going to get down to
some serious copulating. And
they did.
Candy Barr, at the time, had
a most magnificent body and
her partner a sizeable tool.
There were no pretenses to the
film and the entire act, including
fellatio performed by another
girl was included.

reasterner
sports

pleasing, and humorous sexual

The lights went up, the
audience waited and then rose
to leave.
For, those who want to see
some tastefully done, artistically

films should avoid these presentations.
For those who want to see
some hard core porn, wait until

the last film is shown. The films
are cheaper than those shown
at the El Rey, but only in price.

Criteria For Membership Debated
Pestrin disagreed with the legislature of a quorum so that
appointment saying the com- · no action could be taken on it.
The Services and Activities
mittee would not be represenFees
Committee is an all-college
tative of the college population
because it would only have four committee formed to make
wh ite , male Anglo Saxon recommendations to President
students on it. The three other Shuck for the college budgeting
members of the committee, all process.
The other main item of
legislators, are Gary Nisker, Curtis Schnell, and Dave Breiden- business at the meeting was a
report by several legislators on
bach.
Higgins and Sanchez their participation at the
expressed misgivings because regional Nationa l Stude nt
the nomination came from Association Conference in Mt.
Vernon March 1 and 2.
Hayes.
Legislators attended 13
Sandon had already been approved by the legislature when seminars on various aspects of
the.debate was again brought to college life. These included:
the floor. Vic Pestrin introduced Women on Campus, Legal
a motion during this debate to Rights of Students, Services and
remove all members from the Activities Fees, NSA Services,
committee until a time when the Child Care, and several others.
Dennis Brandt also reported
appointment procedures could
on
the progress of a committee
be re-established and new
that is campaigning for the
members appointed.
Before a vote could be taken restaurant in the PUB. He said
on this motion, Dave Breiden- the results right now seem very
bach and Nancy Knight left the positive towards its establishmeeting depriving the ment.

The nomination of AS
Legislator Roger Sandon to the
Services and Activities Fee
Committee sparked the hottest
debate at Monday's legislature
meeting.
The main point of debate
centered on the procedure used
in the appointment.
Sandon was nominated to the
committee by AS President Pat
Hayes, but Legislators John
Sanchez, Vic Pestrin, and Ike
Higgins disagreed with this
nomination.
They pointed to a memo
issued by EWSC President
Emerson Shuck on March 13
which stated in part that the
legislature should select in
whatever manner it chooses the
student members of the committee."
Legislator Dave Breidenbach
pointed out the AS Constitution
states the AS President is
reponsible for making such appointments unless otherwise
specified.
11

Tracksters Whip Whits in Spokane·
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Eagle's freshman Tom
Richards raced to a fast 1:58.7
in the 880 and teammates Kim
Sobotta and Rick Barbero
clocked 1:59.4 and 1:59.6,
respectively, to highlight

I

'

WSU'S KIP NGENO finds himself_ all alone in the high hurdles at Spokane Community College Relays.
Ngeno bucked through 120 yards of highs in 13.6, a WSU record. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)

Remember fo, the Pause
That Refreshes, It's....

Eastern's impressive 126-27
track and field victory over
Whitworth last Saturday in
Spokane.
Richards, who hails from
Spokane's· Central Valley High
School, recorded a personal
career record to capture the
event and several other Eagle
athletes displayed mid-season
form in the first dual meet of
the young season.
"I was really plec:1sed with our
performance," Coach Jerry Martin said . .. We got an especially
good performance out of our
middle distance people," added
Martin, who is optimistic about
Eastern's chances of defenrling
its Evergreen Conference title
this year.
After viewing Saturday's action, Martin has every reason in
the world to be bubbling with optimism. He saw his squad capture 15 of 19 events, including
four sweeps. Indeed, if the
Eagles continue to improve at
the rate they h~ve ~en the last
two weeks they will be untouchable when EVCO championship time rolls around. ·
Eagles' junior college transfer
Tom Badgley took the javelin
contest with a throw of 216-1 to
l·

For
1,

11

head Eastern's first sweep.
Dependable Rich Dahl was a
double winner in the hurdles
with a 54.2 clocking in the intermediates and a time of 14.9
in the high hurdles. Dahl is the
defending conference champ in
the highs.
.
Sobotta ran a fast 4:19.4
mile as the Eagles finished 1-23 with Jerry Greenman's 4:24.3
and Barbero's 4:24.4 following
?Obotta's effort. Ric Teller highJumped 6-7" and Greg Mitchell
cleared 6-6 1-2 as the Eagles
continue to show· depth and
talent in that event.
Senior Ron Soliday, from
Reardon and with a 15- 11" pole
vault and fifth place finish in the
NAIA indoor nationals on his
record, vaulted 14-6 Saturday
and won easily. Teammate Dan
Vache burst to a 22.5 time in
the 220 to edge out Eagles' Jeff
Brown.
Wade Walter was another
Eastern double winner winnning
both, the high jump and triple
jump and Scott Thompson took
the discus. Frank Olotola, a
sophomore from Tacoma, won
the hammer throw with a toss of
124-2 and Paul Blackburn took
second.
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Central Sweeps Series
Hopkins Handcuffs-Eagles
By Jim Waggoner

~

-Eastern AD?

It's a Secrel
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Dr. Robert Anderson
A couple of Eastern athletic administrators are still playing "I've
got a. secret" regarding the future appointment of an athletic director.
Dr.. Robert Anderson stepped down. from the post early last
month and the athletic administrators and faculty have been
holding meetings since that time trying to determine who will be
Eastern's next athletic director.
Dr. Jack R. Leighton, chairman of HPERA, refuses to release the
identity of any possible candidates for the post. Leighton will appoint Eastern's new athletic director.
. "A decision has not been made yet," Leighton said. "I hope we
t:iave an answer by next week," he said. Leighton said the new
athletic director will be selected from within the staff of the Phase
1 building but he won't release any names.
"Since everybody is on the staff I wouldn't want to put any one
person on the spot like that," Leighton said. "It'll have to be one of
those on the staff but other thalil that I couldn't comment on it," he
said.
Anderson, who has been largely responsible for the construction
of EWSC's $10.2 million Health and Physical Education complex,
was asked it he knows who his successor will be. "No, I have an idea
who it will be, but that decision is up to Dr. Leighton," Anderson
said.
"I know that an announcement will be made soon," said Anderson. "I think Dr. Leighton has to take the only possibility open to him
and I think that is to hire someone within the athletic department."
A multitude of rumors have been circulating over at Phase 1 and
one such rumor indicates that Jerry Martin, Eastern's personable
and highly successful track coach, is first in line for the athletic
director position. But by talking to Martin you certainly wouldn't get
this impression. "I don't know anything about it," Martin said Monday afternoon at Woodward Stadium. "Don't believe everything you
hear," he said.
Leighton refused to comment on the possibility of Martin's appointment and Anderson had a similar response which was, "I'd
rather not comment until an appointment is made. I think anyone up
here could do a good job."
Dr. Peggy C. Gazette, Chairwoman of Women's Physical Education, was contacted by The Easterner Sports and she was more than
willing to expand about the hush-hush meetings held at Phase 1.
"I think we have some very capable people to fill the job, but
probably the two key possibilities, as far as I can see, are Jerry Martin and Ed Chissus," Gazette said. "I know several people we have
considered but I really don't know who will be selected," she said.
Other people whose names have emerged during the meetings
are Al Ogden and Dr. Virginia Asan, according t0 Gazette. Ogden
has been a long-time supporter of Eastern athletics and is a popular
figure at Phase 1 and Asan has contributed a great deal to improve
the athletic program at Eastern.
"I think it's silly to have a cloud around · it and say it's a
mysterious thing," Gazette said. "But why push somebody in there
until we are absolutely sure the person could do the job."
Dr. Gazette repeatedly stressed the importance of having a
careful, selective procedure in determining the best person for the
athletic director post. "It's a time for quiet, to gather a proper
perspective,'' she said. "Since I've been here in eight years there
have been three athletic directors. There is something terribly
wrong," Gazette said.
On the possible Martin appointment, Gazette said, "He'd be
excellent." And she said of Chissus "He knows all the ins and outs;
all of the historical perspectives at Eastern Washington State
College.''
A lot of uncertainties are prevalent concerning the appointment
of the new athletic director and the problems the occupant of the
position encounters, and The Easterner Sports feels the decisionmaking policies of officials at Phase 1 should be made public and
the mysterious atmosphere surrounding the entire situation should
come to an abrupt halt.

. Sports Editor
Pennant races are not usually
determined this early in the
baseball season but the
Screamin' Eagles had their own
Evergreen Conference title
hopes seriously dampered here
last Saturday.
Eastern dropped a crucial
doubleheader to defending
champion Central, 13-3 and 6-0,
completing the first conference
series. The Wildcats won
Friday's game 5-2 in 10 innings.
Central's Don Hopkins
yielded only two hits in the
nightcap and the Wildcats
erupted in the fifth inning for
four runs and the ballgame.
Miles Marquez walked Jeff
Hansen, just missing with a fullcount.fastball, to open the Wildcats' second inning and Daryl
Stewart moved him to second
with a sacrifice bunt. Bob
Moothart tagged a single to
center that delivered Hansen
and Central was up, 1-0.
AII-.EVCO first baseman
Gregg Kalian lined a single to
center opening the fourth and
Hansen followed with a bounding single over Eagle Jan
Sneva's head. Stewart drove in
a run on an infield grounder.
,Matquez gave up three hits
during his first four innings on
the mound and stayed out of
serious trouble until the fifth,
when the visitors' bats caught
up with him.
Central sent 10 batters to
the plate during the four run
explosion and took full advan~
tage of five clean singles and
Marquez's control problems. Ty
Garton walked, stole second,
and crossed the plate on Jim
Swanson's single. After Dave
Mills was hit by a pitch, Kalian
singled, , scoring Swanson. Jeff
Hansen promptly ripped a single
to left field for another run and
Moothart walked with the bases
loaded, ending Marquez's afternoon quickly.
Eagle Coach Ed Chissus finally decided that enough is
enough and signalled the
bullpen for sophomore hurler
Howie Stalwick. Stalwick, after
falling, behind 3-and-O to Ted
T_
aylor, put out the fire. But
when Taylor popped one to
shortstop Tim Speer, the inning
was over with the Eagles six
runs down.
Meanwhile, the light-hitting
Eagle bats were being silenced
by Hopkins' wide assortment of
breaking stuff. Hopkins had a
no-hitter going for four innings
and wa~ still sending Eagle
batters back to the dugout on
quick one-way trips when Sneva
lined a 1-and-l pitch into rightcenterfield to spoil the masterpiece in the fifth.
Hopkins seemed to tire a bit
in the last few innings but when
the Eagles did manage to make
solid contact they drilled it right
at somebody. Hopkins set 'em
down 1-2-3 in the sixth and encountered his only difficulty,
which was minor, in the seventh.

Hansen Homers in Opener
Hansen clouted a towering
two-run homer in the first inning
of the opener to cap a three-run
rally which presented the Eagles
a good indication of what was to
come.
An Eagle error paved the
way for Central's early lead as
pitcher John Pettoello fi~ided a
sacrifice bunt, wheeled, aimed
and threw the ball into center.
field. Another bunt ensued, advancing the runners, and a

the box in the third and reliefer
Tom McCormack also took a
quick trip to the showers. The
first five Wildcat batsmen
scored in the third inning, and all
totalled, nine runs were tallied
during the hit parade.
The Eagles refused to roll
over and play dead however, as
they countered with a couple
third-inning runs of their own.
Magers slammed a 3-and-1
pitch to deep right for a triple
and Meyers walked. Scott
Plucker was safe on a fielder's

•

EAGLE COACH ED CHISSUS GIVES THE GREEN LIGHT to veteran
outfielder John O'Connor during last weekend's action against Central. O'Connor singled and scored on Jerry Thew's double in the
Eagles last ditch rally in the bottom of the ninth. (PHOTO: Jim
Waggoner)
choice filling the bases. Fazzari
singled to left scoring Meyers
grounder to second scored the and Sneva walked for a run
first run.
batted in. Jim Maglaras and Bill
Then, Hansen cracked a slow Hayes both struck out swinging
curve over O'Connor's reach in to end the rally.
deep right field and the blast
One bright spot for Eastern
measured approximately 400 was Wayne Massie, a freshman
feet. All three runs were un- pitcher from Curlew. Massie
earned as the opportunistic entered the game in the fourth
Wildcats capitalized on Pet- and tamed the Wildcat hitters
toello's miscue.
on just one base hit in his four
Pettoello was knocked out of innings of work.

Eagles Nip Whits, 3-2,
Hedi Spins A 4-Hitter
Whatever Eagle Coach Ed
Chissus told his squad at Monday evening's meeting the discussion proved beneficial. Bouncing back with intensity after
their disappointing losses to
Central over the weekend, the
Screamin' Eagles turned in an
inspirational and all-important
3-2 victory over Whitworth
Tuesday afternoon in Spokane.
The key figures in this District
1 game were pitcher Dave Hedt
and his battery-mate Jim
McConnell. Hedt, a sophomore
transfer who has emerged as
the Eagles' top hurler, pitched a
superb four-hitter while striking
out six. Hedt was on the mound
Friday against Central and lost a
heart-breaking 5-2 dicision
despite throwing magnificently
for 10 innings.
McConnell, batting ninth in
the Eagles order, lashed a 3and-l pitch . off the wall in left

field driving home two runs in
the fifth inning which was the
difference in the ballgame.
Whitworth two runs were the
result of Eagle miscues and both
were unearned scores. ·Hedt
was in serious trouble only once,
in the sixth due to control
problems, but he stiffened and
struck out a pair of Pirates and
stranded a couple more. The
Eagles mounted several rallies
of their own and left a total of
13 base runners stranded
during the course of the game.
Before the contest Chissus
expressed confidence that the
Eagles would start to jell and
break out of their early season
slump. "It's just a matter of
time," he said. " Everybody
we've played so far · has played
twice as many games as us and
it's just a matter of time before
we come around ," Chissu s
explained.
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

·Eagles Win Last Meet
By Jim Elliott
Sports Writer
Eastern's women gymnasts
closed their season March 15
with three victories pushing the
Eagle record to 26-9 for the
year. Flathead Gymnastics Club,.
Boise State, and Idaho were the
last victims of coach Maxine
. Davis' team.

Golfers 6th

GAIL NORVELL stretches over the lower uneven bars during her
routine to place third in team. scoring at Eastern's last meet.
(PHOTO: Jim Elliott)

Netters Head into Season
By Dave Stocker
Sports Writer
Greeting what could be the
strongest tennis team since
1964, Coach Ron Raver opened
the 1975 Eagle tennis season
by welcoming 20 candidates
who are vying for six starting
positions.
Coach Raver and student
assistant Rusty Dyer are looking
to have strong support and
depth from the excellent crop of
returning lettermen, junior
college transfers and freshmen.
Led by seniors Bernie Loeffers
and Ted Horobiowaski, last
year's number one and two
players respectively, the Eagles
will be looking to improve on last
year's fifth place f~nish in the
Evergreen Conference standings.
Coach Raver has been very
pleased with the way the team
looks, saying, "We have a very
tough schedule this year,
playing 15 matches against
some of the toughest teams in
the Northwest. We may have
the strongest team since 1964,
when Dr. Andersons' squad
fini shed fourth in the nation."

Wally Heidenson and Don
Johnston enter the Eagle
program from Spokane Falls and
Fred Whitfield comes·to Eastern
from the Green River campus.
The Eagles have only two
days to prepare for the opening
matches this weekend. They
play Idaho at home on Saturday
and then travel to Spokane to
meet Gonzaga on Sunday. Starting times are noon Saturday
and 1:00 p. m. Sunday .
Coach Raver said the
weather has been a major
roadblock for his team up to this
point. "·We need some good
weather to get ready quickly,"
Raver said. 'The wind and rain
have hampered our efforts so
far and ifs very discouraging for
the younger kids."
Student body support will be
another key to the success of
the Eagle netters, Raver said.
ldaho is always tough, getting
good early season preparation,
and no one can look upon Idaho
as an easy win. We need a large
contingent of fans to spur our
kids on to victory," Raver said.

Eastern golfers totalled 1,235 strokes to finish sixth in a
nine-team field of the Tri-City
This Friday and Saturday
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament coach Davis and Chulos will be
held at Richland 's Meadow in Hayward, Calif· for the
Springs Country Club.
National Association for InterThe competition signaled the collegiate Athletics for Women
opening of the golf season for (NAIAW).
the Eagle linksters. Coach Don
Chulos qualified for nationals
Kallem's squad is the defending in floor exercise and ~ill be the
conference champion.
only Eagle to comp.ete 1~ the two
Oregon State won the tourna- I day me~t at California State
ment with a 1,162 total , Haywards campus.
followed by the University of · S~e has p~t together ~ new
Wa s h i n gt on at 1 , 1 8 0 . I rol)tme ~sp~c1~lly for nat1on~ls
Washington State was third with I and ~av1s said tf all her ~umbl:ng
1,186 and Portland State fourth , r~ma!ns clean sh~ . will place
at 1,186.
high m the compet1t1on.
Eastern's top scorer was Jim
Zimmerman who put together
rounds of 81, 79, and 75 for a
total of 235. Randy Allen carded
rounds of 82, 78, and 83 for
244. Steve Storey registered
248, Bill Beutler 270, Paul
Str i nger 256 and Matt
Bartholomew 252.
·
1 think we'll improve quite a
bit," Kallem said after the
tourney. Kallem cited "terrible
weather" as being partially
responsible for the high scores.
He said the Eagles will be much
stronger as the season unfolds.
The Eagels have captured the
NAIA District 1 Golf Tournament seven of the last nine
years. Last year they finished
second behind Pacific Lutheran
University.
We hope to defend the conference title and take the district crown away from Pacific
Lutheran," Kaldem said.

You survived

the cafeteria lunch.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia B rew,ng Cornpd ny, Olympia, Washing ton ' OLY '
All
yrnp1a emp t, s a, recycloble

RJ

This will be the Richland,
Wash. sophomore's second trip
to nationals where she placed in
the top twenty in three events
last year.
Chulos has also been
selected by the Spokane Park
and Recreation Department to
compete in the First Annual
Superstar Competition, May 3-

4.
The competition is patterned
after ABC' Wide· World of Sports
contest and will have three
divisions for men and women,
High School Open, and Celebrity. Chulos will compete in the
Celebrity division.
The events she will be competiflg in will be bowling, 330yard sprint, chin-ups, 75-yard
swim, basketball shoot, softball
throw, and obstacle course.
Proceeds from the event to
be held at Shadle Park High
School wiU go to the Special
Olympics to help promote
athletics for handicapped persons.

11

LINDA CHULOS splits the balance beam enroute to a score of 7.45
during the Eagles last r~gular season meet. Chulos is competing at
the NAIAW Gymnastics Championships this weekend in Calif.
(PHOTO: Jim Elliott)

11

1

11

Vaulting competitivn was
won by Pam Brown when the
Ferris Flash hit 8.35. Linda
Chulos was third with 8.15 and
Gail Norvell's 7.50 closed out
Eastern's vault scoring with 24
points followed by Flathead's
21.85.
Chulos scored 8.0 on floor-x
for second place with Becky
Mustard's 7.40 and 'Brown's
6.90 finishing the· scoring for
the season.
Chulos At Nationals

STUDENTS
with this coupon:

Bowl
3 Games
forSJ 00
Good Anytime
Lanes Are
Available

tlnique Cooperatiye Preschool .
will hold its yeorly Open House

on Apri I l 4 thru the l 7th from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Open House will be held in the basement of the Lutheran
church on Elm Street. We extend a special invitation to all
parents who are interested in learning and spending time
with their children to attend our Open House and view our
unique school.

For additiional information
please phone .235-8145

• All Albunis s6.98/ up Discounted s2.00
• All Other AlbufflsDiscounted
s1 .50
.
• Best Prices in Town for Entertainment
Equipment , Cameras & Accessories
Calculators & CB Equipment
'
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Eagles Beat . Mo~nties .ll-6 in Opener
As O'Connor, Yonago Show Power
.

By Jim Wagoner
Sports Editor
CLARKSTON-'The Screamin' Eagles did something here
last Wednesday aftemoon that
they were unable to accomplish
all last spring.
They won a non-conference
baseball game:
Snapping a two-year, seventeen game non-league losing
steak, the Eagles rode the
power hitting of veteran outfielder John O'Connor· and
freshman Ford Yonago plus the
airtight relief pitching of John
Pettoello to a 11-6 victory over
Eastern Oregon in the opener of
a double header. The Mounties
took advantage of two fatal
Eastern errors in the nightcap
and won 3-2.
O'Connor. a senior. uoloaded
a towering triple off the leftcenterfield fence driving in three
runs as the Eagles cranked up a
6-run rally in the fourth inning
for the ball game. They trailed 40 going into the inning and were
hitless up to that point.
Jan Sneva started things with
a walk and John Fazzari
followed by rifling a single to
right. Greg Wallace walked, setting the stage for O'Connors
dramatic drive off the green
picket fence at the 350-foot
maik.
"It was a hanging curve about
knee·high," O'Connor said of the
pitch coming from Mountie
pitcher Gerry Michels.
.
Eastern Oregon brought in a
fresh pitcher to halt the rally but
the scheme was· foiled. Alert
Tim Speer scrambled to first
base on a passed ball after whifting, putting runners on first and
third.
After another strikeout,
leadoff man Yonago slashed a
fastball off the left field fence
sending both O'Connor and
Speer across home plate and
putting the finishing touches fo
a completely miserable inning
for the Mounties. · · ·
·
Yonago had a superb day for
the Eagles. The 5-5" frosh from
Spokane reached base on seven
of eight trips to the plate and
rattled Eastern Oregon hurlers
for four hits in the twin bill.
Pettoello made his

appearance in the fifth after the
Mounties had loaded the bases.
·The lanky right-hander started
off on a negative note when he
mishandled a toss from second
baseman Steve Meyers while
covering first. The miscue
reduced the margin to 7-6.
Pettoello settled down and
put out the fire by forcing Mick
DeFelice to loft a routine fly .ball
to Fazzari in right field for the
third out. Fazzari walked to open
the Eagles half of the fifth and
moved to second on a passed
ball. He advanced to third on a
fielder's choice and scored on
Scott Plucker's slow grounder
down the third base line.
Eastern Ore1on staged a mild
rally in the sixth but a slick dou·
hie play by the Ea1les ended all
Mountie hopes. Meyers to Speer
to Sneva was the combination,
one which Eagle fans should see
plenty of this season.
Yonago once again sparked a
rally, this time in the sixth, as
the Eagles cushioned their lead
with three runs. The diminutive
outfielder ripped a 2-and-l pitch
into left and the left-handed
swinging Meyers sliced a double
off the left field fence.
Sneva jumped on a 2-and-1
pitch and rattled it into the right
field corner, scoring Yonago and
Meyers. Fazzari drove in Sneva
with a towering sacrifice fly to
center field. Not to be outdone,
Wallace sliced a line drive to left
for a single. Plucker blooped a
Texas Leaguer to left and
O'Connor drew a walk to load
the bases. Speer struck out
looking to end the inning.
Pettoello put the Mounties
down in order in the seventh to
preserve the victory. Pettoello
retired seven of the eight
batters he faced in his 2 2/3 innings. Tom ~cCormack, who
pitched two solid innings, was
credited with the win. He gave
up three hits. . : . . . .
Errors Spell Di.saster
· A pair of Eagle ·errors in the
fourth inning spelled double disaster i'n the nightcap. The mistakes caused Eastern's defeat
and ·also spoiled the fine
collegiate ·debut of freshman
pitcher Dave Brault. Brault was

.

touched for only three hits
during his five-inning stint onthe mound.
Eastern Oregon opened briskly in the first with an infield
single and a walk, but the lead
runner was eliminated on
another Meyers to Speer to
Sneva double play. Al Smith
stroked a .single which was fair
by inches, scoring Bud Phillips.
The Mounties won the game,
or rather, the Eagles lost it, in
the fourth. Smith dropped a 1·
and-1 pitch into left field and
Craig Robinson reached first
when Speer juggled the ball a
bit.
The next play was the turning
point of the game. Mountie
Jamie Angley laid a perfect bunt
down the third base line, catcher
Jerry Thew fielded it an'd threw
to third, but the toss eluded
third baseman Jim Maglaras,
scoring three runs. The official
scorer gave the error .to Thew on
his low throw.
The Eagles fought back in the
fifth inning as Thew led off with
a walk when pitcher Chris
Hoellworth missed high with a
fastball. Yonago . punched the
first pitch through the hole to
left field and Thew advanced to
third.
Meyers took the first pitch,
which missed outside, and after
a Mountie conference on the
mound, he lofted a fly to center
field, scoring Thew. Hoellwarth
retired the next two batsmen
and the inning was over.
Eastern added another run in
the sixth when O'Connor blasted
a first pitch to the 340-foot
mark at the fence scoring
designated hitter Gary
Greenslit. Yonago was stranded
in the seventh as the Eagles
hopes for a doubleheader sweep
were futile.

Eastern Oregon' . .. .. . ... 120 120 0·6· 6 2
Eastern Washington , ... .001 613 x-11 9 2
Michels and Heuberger. Cullen; McCormack
(3), Pettoello (5) and McConnell, Magers (5).
Hits: EWSC·Yonago 2, Meyers 2, Sneva, Faz·
zari, Wallace, Plucker, O'Connor. EOC-Phillips
2, Defelice, R~inson 2, 'Heu~er1ter.
Eastern Washington .. . . . 000 011 0-2 5 2
Eastern Oregon ......... . 100 200 x-3 5 2
Hoellworth, Shinholster (7) and Hayes,
Heuberger (7). Brault, Massie (5) and Thew.
Hits: EWSC-Yonago 2, Sneva, O'Connor,
Speer. EOC·Smith, Phillips, George, Robinson,
Angley.

FRESHMAN FORD YONAGO DIVES BACK SAFELY on an Eastern
Oregon pickoff attempt during Eastern's doubleheader last week in
Clarkston. Yonapo had a superb day, collecting four hits in the twinbill. (PHOTO: Jin Waggoner)

WOMEN WIN EASILY

Eagles Dominate Relays
Eastern, dominating the distance events and with only half
of the team present, tallied 146
points and easily won the Martin
Relays March 15 in Walla Walla.
The season-opening meet
gave Coach Jerry Martin his first
look under clear skies at 31
Eagle tracksters and gave him
a fair chance to evaluate team
strengths in the early stages of
the track season. Martin left the
field eve.nt people at home fo

Eagle 'bills'
&alled off
Easterns' scheduled nonleague baseball doubleheaders
against Gonzaga and University
of Idaho were called off because
of the cold, wet weather conditions.
The games were scheduled
for March 20 and 22 and
rescheduled dates have not
been · made yet, according to
Eagle Coach Ed Chissus.
Chissus said the rainouts do not
signify .the slowest start of an
Eastern team.
"I remember a few years ago
we had a game with Idaho on
April 1 and that was the first
time we had been outside, but
this is bad," Chissus said.

compete in Spokane Community
College's Metric ·Open.
The Eagles did not exactly
blaze the Borleske Stadium
track but they did manage to
get in their first tune-up for the
Evergreen Conference opener
scheduled at Western t his
weekend.
Eastern's finest effort came
in the 880-yard relay as they
were clocked in 1:03.3, a mere
.4 of a second from the record
currently held by Washington
State University. Barry Sartz,
Dan Vache, Terry Bailie and Jeff
Brown combined for · the near
record-breaking time.
Women Victorious
After initiati ng a women's
event in last year's Martin
Relays, Whitma n added ten
more events this yea r and were
able to attract about 50 women
competitors. Eastern won this
division with 60 points as
Whitworth took second with 42.
Coach Beth Parson's Eagles
captured three individual firsts
and a single relay. Diane John, sons easily won the mile in
6:13.1 time, Sue Schuh took the
440 in 63.4 and Mary McDowell
claimed a first place ri bbon with
a 2:39.3 effort in the 880. Barbara Mohler, Robin Gannett,
McDowell and Schuh won the
880 rea ly in 2: 16.5.
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Something s Happening For YOU at ...

SHOWALTER'S HALL TAVERN
Beautiful Downtown Cheney

THE PLACE TO MEET

FRIDAY NIGHT
to

Pool
Foosball
Pinball
Sandwiches
1da Afternoon Club
25 Schooners
00
Pitchers

2:00-3:30

Marian Bando
9:00 to 1:00

all new happy hour

4:00-6:00
Saturday

...

